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consists of the following two research areas constitute some of
them have been living in the area of ??the world s leading
research: first. Meng Gushi and ancient literature. The research
areas are mainly engaged in the history of the Mongol Empire.
Genshi. Meng Gushi 15 to 18 century. Mongolia on Mongolian
history. geography and historical accounts of the archives
finishing of historical research and documentation. Members
focused on research in this field the Yuan Dynasty s political
system. clan. tribal and feudal territories; 15 to 17 century. the
East. Simon Council and the ancient tribes. 16 to the 17th
century Khalkha history. the history of the 17th century Monan
Mongolian tribes; Qing Meng Gushi; Inner Mongolia. history and
geography; the 17th century Mongolian instruments and books
full of documents. Ming Hyobu Chinese language file. the Qing
court file cabinet and his Mongolian Manchu Mongolian and
Tibetan cultural types of files. Has led the field in the 15 to the
18th century is...
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Basically no phrases to spell out. It is actually rally interesting throgh studying time. You can expect to like just how the
article writer create this publication.
-- B r a den Lea nnon-- B r a den Lea nnon

This publication is fantastic. It really is full of knowledge and wisdom You are going to like just how the author write
this publication.
-- Ha r m on Wa tsica  II--  Ha r m on Wa tsica  II
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